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Socially-just 
pedagogy

(Newton, 2019, p. 218)



The why…

Educational 
experiences 

devalue, 
disempower, 
marginalise

Students’ resist 

Acts of 
resistance are 
only seen as 
punishable

Resistors further 
disempowered -

marginalised to the 
fringes Alternative 

pathways 
that 
transform 
educational 
experiences

Alternative 
Education 
Programs



Paul 
Willis

Pierre 
Bourdieu

Multi-form 
Capital

Literature Review Overview



Teacher-designed 
timetable, tasks, 

pedagogy Teacher designed 
behaviour expectations 

Behaviour expectations 
-comply with the 

teacher’s directions

Key finding  - Significant similarities

Mainstream

Alternative Programs



I word it in a way that they 
think they’ve got a choice but 

they don’t really”

He (a student) is doing what I’m 
asking him to do, so he doesn’t get in 

trouble but he is not doing what he 
should be doing.  

Key finding  –opposing capital

Recognised social capital -
Pedagogy

Unrecognised social capital –
Justice capital

Why do teachers ask questions 
when they already know the 

answer

Teachers force you to do stuff that 
you don't want to do. 



Pedagogy – the field-
recognised social capital

Justice capital – the field-
unrecognised social capital

• A set of formalised, 

structured and consistent 

strategies

• Prescribed relationships –

top down

• Influence restricted to the 

here and now 

participants

• Loose, unstructured and fluid 

set of strategies

• Dynamic relationships –

adaptive to who is present

• Can be influenced by 

relationships not just presence



Justice capital

 ‘a challenge to the existing education system’ 

 ‘emphasis on social value’

 students attempt, individually and collectively, to resist 
the de-valuation of their capital 

 is about being recognised for who they are and having 
such an identity confirmed, or ‘accepted’ by one’s peers, 
family and teachers.



Socially-just 
pedagogy

(Newton, 2019, p. 218)



Implementation  



Shared 
Implementation  

Recognising the 
‘learners’ through a  
lens of 
empowerment

Muck in
Sharing the decision making
Sharing in the learning

Negotiated timetables
Ongoing



Implementation  

Identify the 
learning focus

What are unique interests, capacities and 
experiences  the students bring? 

Focus groups/surveys
Goals/aspirations
Conversations

A real-life problem - why is there is no 
free (or subsidised) public transport 
available for students to use to access 
AEPs? 



Implementation  

Identify the 
learning  focus



Implementation  

Connecting to 
community

Navigating a fluid ‘constellation’ of social 
networks

Critical pedagogy - power - trust



Implementation  

Connecting to  
school

What skills/conventions learning will help us?
How do we learning these?
Why do we learn these?

Critical pedagogy - power



What General 
Capabilities?

What 
literacy?





Implementation  

Co-construct the 
plan

 Find, read/view at least 3 different sources of 
information relating to public transport(content)

 Find, read/view at least 3 different sources of 
information relating to persuasive arguments 
(process)

 Discuss how relationships differ between peers, 
parents, teachers and other adults, and identify the 
skills needed to manage different types of 
relationships 

 Draft 2 pieces of persuasive communication (verbal, 
nonverbal, digital) 

 giving reasons to support your thinking, and address 
opposing viewpoints 

 communicating an intentional and consistent 
message across different contexts to different people



Implementation  

Connecting  the 
learning

Connecting to the formal education 
system.

 What formal skills have we learnt?
How do we share this learning?
Forms of assessment?



Implementation  

Reflecting on the 
learning

What did we learn? 
What else did we learn?
Why don't we assess these learnings?



Implementation  



Increase the flow of capital and 
change the student’s 
relationship with education



Thank you

steven.newton@qed.qld.gov.au
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